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Mobilizing High level political support

- Momentum of UHC2030’s role in promoting UHC. Continue to seize opportunities at Global events to bring different stakeholder views.

- Defining what success looks like is crucial to help consolidate narrative for UHC2030

- Co-chairs letters to SG and UNGA President endorsed but modifications such as being more explicit about the role UHC2030 can play in the preparation work.

- TORs for International UHC2030 Day Coordination Group and the Global Accountability Strategy Group endorsed.
Engaging with Low and Middle Income Countries

- Countries are the main clients of UHC2030 – more in-country engagement along with the global engagement needed to achieve impact.

- Better awareness about UHC2030 at country level emphasized.

- EDC Agenda (coordination) still relevant in low income and lower middle income countries and therefore needs to maintained although the issues need to be reframed in the SDGs era.

- Facilitating peer learning and knowledge exchange among countries.
Related Initiatives and Networks Retreat

- Good basis for further elaboration on RI collaboration framework

- UHC2030’s role as a broker of networks emphasized and should be further strengthened. Mapping of networks sponsors and countries where they are engaged recommended

- Reach beyond health systems initiatives – inclusiveness vs purpose

- Bring lessons learned from RIs to SC
Knowledge Management

- Knowledge management hub idea seen as one of the most valuable contributions UHC2030 could make towards UHC
- Country focused demand for knowledge emphasized
- Need to have a robust marketing strategy
- The need to avoid duplication and competition with existing networks and platform emphasized
- Keeping the scope of the hub as proposed- taxonomy, links to the knowledge of networks in the first phase
- Budget of KM approved
Health Data Collaborative Discussion

- HDC work on harmonizing data collection methods and indicators and strengthening country M&E systems remains crucial to UHC achievement

- Political support and implementation of country action however needs to be revitalized. Presentation to the GHAL leaders may help revive global level commitment the value of the HDC work

- HDC work could be a practical demonstration of how UHC2030 could engage in-country.

- Further discussion on how HDC work could be advanced is needed
Transition and sustainability discussion

- Strong support for the work done and suggestion to sharpen the message of what needs to be done differently to have more traction with political leaders.

- Explicit reference to marginalised population.

- Role of the group working forward vs the responsibility of UHC2030 members needs to be discussed.

- Beyond the WHAT, importance of the HOW – usefulness of some kind of a framework/guidelines to guide the process of transition.

- Process: finalize statement of principles within 3 months and development of an accompanying guiding technical note.
Private Sector Discussion

- Start with one SC seat for PS, WEF nominated. Observers can be invited to SC meetings depending on the topic to be discussed.

- Explore usefulness of a conflict of interest policy beyond adherence to FENSA. This will be applicable to all members, not only private sector.

- Call for expressed to go forward. Observers can be invited to SC meetings depending on the topic to be discussed.

- Consider adding PS beyond health in the second phase.

- Consider setting up a separate WG to look at PS regulation issues.
Budget

- Budget approved

Issues to consider
- Define the level of ambition from inputs received before fund raising
- Set up a SC level WG to discuss the options for fund raising
- Reaching out to potential DPs who are not included in the SC at the moment
- Consider allocating more to KM and Advocacy
- Need to lift up the profile of representation on the SC - Star power needed to tell success stories
- Consider raising UHC2030 issues at the GHLA meeting